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Meet Our New Teacher: Miss. Raspa!

Some background information:
● I grew up in Southampton PA. I went to Catholic school my whole life.  I played soccer

for 17 years.  I went to Villa Joseph Marie High School and Holy Family University for
college.

What grade do you teach:
● I teach 5th grade.

Subject(s) taught:
● I teach Science, Religion, and Math.

What schools have you worked at:
● This is my first year teaching. :)

What other jobs have you had:
● In high school, I worked as a busser and hostess at a restaurant.
● In college, I started nannying for a family.  I had that job for about 4 years.

What do you like about St. Andrew:
● I love the family feeling I get when I walk into the school.  Everyone is so sweet and

welcoming.  I love coming into work everyday and seeing my students' faces!!

What genre of music do you enjoy:
● I have a variety of music I listen to, but my top genre would be country!

Comedy movies, dramatic ones, scary kinds, romantic movies,  or thrillers?:
● I can not watch anything scary!! I usually stick to romantic comedies! I love a good

Hallmark movie :)

The best book you ever read: To Kill a Mockingbird



What We Lost from Covid-19
by: Carolyn (fifth grader)

As you all know, the Coronavirus has destroyed our economy and will leave a mark on

the world for the rest of our lives, but it has also caused children to miss out on some important

and fun activities. For example, we all missed out on field trips last year, the kindergarteners

missed the 100th day of school, and the 3rd graders missed market day 2 years ago!

Every year on February 10th the kindergartners dress up like old people and march

around each classroom for everyone to see. This is very fun and exciting for the kindergarteners

and for everybody else. To be completely honest, I am looking forward to the 100th day of

school because it is so cute to see all the little kids all dressed up. I was very disappointed to

find out that my little sister would miss this event.

In 3rd grade, all the 3rd graders create posters, and they use different materials to make

a product. Then, they sell their creations to the 2nd graders. Some kids may sell lemonade,

slime, bookmarks and painted rocks. When I was in 2nd grade, I looked up to the 3rd graders

and was looking forward to creating stuff and selling them to the 2nd graders. Sadly, we never

got this opportunity because of Covid.

Every year the teachers take their students on field trips. Last year we would have gone

to The Museum of the American Revolution, but sadly, we never did. Field trips are important

because they are often educational, and they teach students about history, wildlife and more.

Also, it is a time for students to unwind and have fun with their friends. Doesn’t everyone want

to go someplace other than school?

In conclusion, adults did not just lose their jobs from the coronavirus; children in schools

all over the world missed out on fun and social activities.

Sixth Grade Gets an Influx of New Students
By Cavan S. (sixth grader)

We have several new students in sixth grade this year.  They came from all different

types of schools, some close and some not so close. They all shared a little bit about what it’s

been like to make the move to SAS this year. Not surprisingly, the main thing our new students

miss from their last school is their friends.   The new students report they feel welcome and that

the things they like the most about St. Andrew School are kind students and excellent teachers.

A fun fact is that several students report that Religion has now become one of their favorite

subjects.

For those who have been a part of SAS for years know that SAS offers more than just a

good education.  The CYO sports are an example of one of the great programs to complement

SAS.  Six out of the seven students I interviewed are either involved in CYO sports or plan to do



it next year.  This is a great way to get involved in the larger school community and meet even

more people.  Most of the new students share that one of the biggest differences between their

old school and SAS is wearing a uniform and the amount of homework they now get.  I think all

6th graders would agree it's a lot of homework whether you’re new or not.  We are happy to

have so many new faces in 6th grade this year and look forward to making memories with them

at SAS.

New Year, New School, New Friends!
By: Cavan S. (sixth grader)

This year is going very smoothly with the obstacle of Covid, especially in 6th Grade. To make it

even better, the new kids in 6th grade are just another great addition to our phenomenal grade.

We are very lucky to bring in kind, caring, and helpful new friends in St.Andrew.

Questions for New Students of 6th Grade:

● What do you miss about your old school?

● Harper: Seeing my friends and having lockers.

● Augustina: The warm weather and my old friends.

● Riley: Hanging out with my old friends.

● Leena: Seeing my friends and old teachers.

● Andrew: Seeing my old friends and my favorite teachers.

● Jacob: Seeing my old friends.

● Talia: Spending time with my old friend groups

● Eli: My friends

● What do you like best about St. Andrews?

● Harper: Making new friends, getting a better education, and the nice

teachers.

● Augustina: The nice kids and nice teachers.

● Riley: The nice kids, in addition to a better education and nicer teachers.

● Leena: Meeting new teachers and making new friends.

● Andrew: Nice teachers and the kids don't bully me when I see them.

● Jacob: I like lunch and recess.



● Eli: My new friends I make

● Talia: Having educated teachers and learning in a good environment.

● Do you participate in any CYO sports?

● Harper: Yes, I play CYO soccer, CYO basketball, and in the spring, I am

doing track.

● Augustina: No, but I hope to do soccer next year.

● Riley: Yes, I play CYO soccer, and basketball.

● Leena: yes, I play CYO soccer and basketball.

● Andrew: No, I am not doing sports right now.

● Jacob: Yes, I play CYO basketball.

● Talia: Yes, I play CYO soccer.

● What’s the biggest difference between your old school and St. Andrews?

● Harper: Wearing uniforms is definitely a big change and the amount of
homework and school work.

● Augustina: Wearing gym uniforms and different uniforms depending on the
season.

● Riley: Wearing uniforms, the homework, and lastly the amount of tests each
week.

● Leena: Wearing uniforms, lots of homework.

● Andrew: Wearing uniforms, homework, and classwork.

● Jacob: Wearing uniforms, a bigger school, and a bunch of homework.

● Talia: Having to wear uniforms.

● Eli: Wearing uniforms
● What is your favorite subject? Did it change from 5th Grade in your old school?

● Harper: My favorite subject is Religion and Math. This was a change from
fifth grade because I went to a public school, so they weren't allowed to
teach about religion, but I have always loved Math.

● Augustina: My favorite subject is English, and it has always been my
favorite.

● Riley: My favorite subject is religion. Yes, because my old school didn’t
have religion classes.



● Leena: My favorite subject is ELA.

● Andrew: My favorite subject is religion. Yes, because my old favorite was

math.

● Jacob: My favorite subject is science, and it didn’t change.

● Talia: My favorite subject is ELA. This was a change from fifth grade

because I use to like Spark.

● Eli:First of all, it changed from 6th grade and second, I am enjoying science

a bit more than before.

St.Andrew 7th and 8th Grade CYO Soccer Champions
By Cole (fifth grader)

The Saint Andrew 7th and 8th grade CYO soccer team beat Our
Lady of Grace. As you can see in this photo, there are only six
kids. They didn’t have enough people to be on two teams. There
are plenty of people on this team, like Daniel Dixon, and Danny
Beachum. In this photo, there is Brendan, Ben, and they beat Our
Lady of Grace 6-3 as Number 21, leaving three goals for OLG.

Meet Our New Teacher: Mrs.Lea Zarro

Some background information: Married to Marc, have two children Tommy and Isabella and a
dog named Jeter.

What grade do you teach: Kindergarten

Subject(s) taught: ALL but specials

What schools have you worked at: I worked for 20 years at St. Thomas Aquinas School in
South Philadelphia (It’s in the movie “Rocky” where he and Adrienne got married!)

What other jobs have you had: I was director of the Child Development program at St.
Thomas Aquinas: I licensed the daycare, pre-school, morning care and after programs. I also
worked at Capital Health as assistant for a neuropsychologist, and for the past two years
obtained a professional organizer’s certificate where I worked in Newtown and South
Philadelphia at various homes.



What do you like about St. Andrew:  The warm and fuzzy feeling I get when I walk through
these doors- a real community of faith, family and all around great people.

What genre of music do you enjoy: ALL kinds, but Frank Sinatra is my favorite. I can bounce
from rap to R&B!

Comedy movies, dramatic ones, scary kinds, romantic movies,  or thrillers?: Comedy and
Romantic: My favorite is Moonstruck.

The best book you ever read: Emma by Jane Austen

Below are insights from the staff at St. Andrew!  The idea came from a
book called Live and Learn and Pass It On; people of various ages finished this

statement: “I’ve learned that…”
Enjoy the thoughtful and wise responses!

I’ve learned that …
you should love people while they’re here and never take them for granted.  Spending

time with people you love is key to a joy-filled life. (Nadine, 52)

everything in life happens for a reason, as well as the people you meet are meant to be
with you at that moment.  Rachel (46)

not everyone has to like you.  In fact, many will not.  But, you have to like yourself.
(Chris, 22, clearly)

there are no coincidences in life.  God wants you to be in a certain place at a certain
time.  I’ve also learned that in everything in life, you get out of it as much as you put into it!
(Nancy, 63)

it doesn't serve others to make yourself small, so they can shine. Letting your full light
shine encourages and empowers others to do the same. Surround yourself with people who
encourage you to keep your light on high.  (Morgan, 27)

you learn something new every day. Today, a student taught me that there are bears in
Florida. (Kaitlyn, 30)

it is not about you.  It is about helping other people and making their day brighter.  It is
absolutely in giving that we receive.   (Tracy, 50)

it is important to surround yourself with positive people. They will be there to lift you up,
not bring you down. (Amanda, 31)



it’s easier to get through the hard times in life with your closest friends by your side!
Always take the high road, and be thankful for what you have.  (Jenn, 52)

no matter how life ebbs and flows whether it is with family, work, friends or health, it is
dignity and grace that will see you through. (Nan, 51)

for every favor you pay to the world, God returns it twice. (Courtney, 25)

time spent with family is the best time spent. (Caitlin, 33)

hard times are often blessings in disguise. My grandmother would always say, “God gives
His hardest battles to His strongest soldiers.” (Jane, 28)

kids grow up way too fast!  Cherish every moment. (Emily, 52)

the only way out is through. (Robert Frost) Some of the hardest times of my life created
some of the best! Create your own happiness. It's a conscious choice. (Lea, 52)

that every day is a gift from God. We need to appreciate the small things, to stop and
smell the roses, and love even when there is hate. (Rob, 41)

nothing sounds better than the laughter of a child, looks better than the smile on a tired
face and feels better than a hug from a friend! (Kathleen,59)

be nice to everyone. You never know who you are going to meet or who knows who, so
be nice, be open, and kind to everyone. (Judy, 62)

don’t take anything for granted. Nothing in your life is guaranteed to be here tomorrow,
including those you love. It’s a hard lesson to learn, but the most important of all: life can change
in an instant. Make sure you appreciate what you have, while you still have it!  (Judy, 62)

you need your faith, family, and friends to make it through good times and bad times.
Whenever life gives you a hardship, try to look for a blessing.  (Nicole, 33)

everything in life leads you to where you are at this very moment.  You are the person
you have become because of those moments, which include the good and the bad.  Embrace
who you are and make sure to see the brightness in every single day. No matter how cloudy it
may be. Don’t forget to smile!  I also learned that a banana has protein from a kindergartener.
(Steph, 51)



Meet our Administrative Assistant: Mrs. Dawn Tuccillo (a.k.a. Miss Dawn)

Favorite hobby (ies): Traveling, boating (as we have a fishing boat docked at the Jersey shore)
gardening, shopping, reading  and watching my favorite Netflix shows: The Crown and Downton
Abbey just to name a few.

Best vacation you ever took: Aruba - Beautiful weather, beaches and spending time with my
husband and our three sons.

Your dream vacation: Would love to travel to Italy with my family.   I also want to go back to
Memphis, Tennessee.  I want to visit Graceland and tour Elvis Presley's mansion.  I was there in
1978, but you could not go inside the mansion.  Now, you can and I want to go back.  I'm a huge
Elvis fan!

Why you enjoy working at St. Andrew: This is my sixth year at St. Andrew School.  I have
enjoyed meeting many of the students and their families.  The faculty and staff are wonderful.
Everyone is very friendly and helpful.   It is a joy to come to work every day.

Another interesting job you may have had before working at St. Andrew: I have worked in
a Law firm as I was in school for Paralegal studies.  I also worked in retail for a cosmetics
company (Merle Norman) in Newtown.  I enjoy people and working in customer service.
However, working at St. Andrew School has been the most enjoyable and rewarding!

Family info: I am married and have three sons ages 27, 23 and 19.

St Andrew Catholic School and Why We Should Have a Football Team
Liam T. (fifth grader)

St Andrew should have a football team because at recess a lot of the 5th graders play football.

Now, I know you are probably saying, a lot of kids would get hurt. I understand. We can make it

two-hand touch. Also, other schools will

probably not want to have a football team.

We can try to convince them. If they still

say no, then we can make up teams and

do kind of like what they do for 3rd grade

and below for basketball. We can put kids

on multiple teams, and they can play

against each other. Another thing:

uniforms. They are very expensive with

the helmet and gloves and all of that. But,



I have a solution: we can just buy the shirt and shorts, but the rest is optional. If you want to do

all of that stuff, then you’ll have to purchase it. Another thing is a field. We have way too many

soccer fields. We can take the soccer nets off and put them on the big field in front of the school,

like the gym. The younger kids can play on the width of the field if we put the nets there, and the

older kids can play on the length of the field. We can use the back to make a

football field. Another thing the goalposts can be put on the field. I know they

are expensive. We can do a $1 dress-down day and hopefully raise enough

money.  If that isn't enough, we can charge a fee. Also, for the upper grades,

the winning team should get a sports

dress-down day. These are my reasons

why we should have a football team and save money.

Meet our Administrative Assistant:  Mrs. Judy Weaver

Favorite hobbies: Gardening, and I love the spring and summer flowers. They are so colorful.

Best vacation you ever took: I loved Maine and the quaint little towns. I especially loved
Acadia National Park. The rocky coastline was beautiful. Took a boat ride to view whales. I got
to see harbor seals. My favorite town was BoothBay Harbor.

My dream vacation: would be to travel to Hawaii. I would love to see all the islands. I would
really like to learn how to hula dance while I visited Hawaii.  I love fresh pineapples, and they
are grown in Hawaii.

Why you enjoy working at Saint Andrew: I enjoy being around children. The kids, just being
around them makes you feel young and alive. My children attended Saint Andrew School, and I
feel that it is a warm and inviting environment. I also love to know that we can continue
everyday practicing our faith. I enjoyed working at CARES everyday, playing outside, and
especially sliding down the sliding boards with the little ones. Oh, what fun!
I've worked with all the faculty and staff, and everyone makes you feel like you are one big
family.

Another interesting job you may have had before working at St. Andrew: When I was much
younger, I was a Candy Striper nurse at Saint Mary's Hospital. A Candy Striper nurse was a
volunteer helping patients and staff. My jobs consisted of taking patients from their rooms to



getting X-rays and other treatments. I especially liked taking the gift cart around to sell sweet
treats and selling the daily newspaper. Just chatting with the patients was a nice thing to do.
I also would take pitchers of water to the patients. I really enjoyed the opportunity to help other
people.

Family info: I was born in Lancaster, PA and I grew up in Fairless Hills, PA.
My grandma lived with my parents, and I loved growing up with her living with us. She was like
another mother to me. So many fond memories of her that will last a lifetime.
Family is very important to me. My mother is still alive and will be 86-years-old this year.
I've been married to the love of my life for 38 years. I have 2 daughters and a son. (Stephanie,
Megan and Tim Jr.) All three of my children also worked at the CARES program.

St. Andrew Soccer Team
By: Cavan S. (Sixth grader)

The new school year brings new seasons! The St. Andrew 5th-6th grade boys’ region

soccer team is having a good year so far. Their record is 3-2-1, which means they won three

games, lost two, and tied one. As a 6th grader, I have a few friends in my class who play on that

team including Jayden B., Matthew C., and Cavan C. Their head coach is Mrs. Murray (Eddie’s

mom). They have two practices a week to get ready for a big game on the weekends. So far

they have played St. Ephrem, St. Mark (twice), Holy Trinity, and the St. Andrew parish team and

that means their competition is not easy.

Having the right player in the right position helps with the tough competition. For

example, Jayden plays Sweeper.  He sweeps/blocks up the ball when it comes to their

defensive side. Matthew plays left mid and plays both offense and defense.  Preferably, he stays

on their side of the field.  Some players are versatile and play a variety of positions like Cavan.

Another big key player is the goalie.  He is a 5th grader, Alexander.

Our St. Andrew players love to follow the professional soccer league and with that

comes favorite players.  For the three boys who play soccer in my class, all of their favorite

soccer players are Messi. Messi is a professional soccer player who plays for Argentina as a

forward. If you didn’t play this year, we are looking forward to seeing you next year. We all wish



the 5th-6th grade boys region soccer team a successful season and especially that they are

victorious against St. Bedes!

5th-6th Grade Boys Region Team

Saint Adrew is Awarded the National Blue Ribbon
By Maeve (sixth grader)

Once again, Saint Andrew Catholic School has been awarded the National Blue Ribbon.

Now, you may be wondering, what is a Blue Ribbon School? Well, a Blue

Ribbon School is a school that excels, and it makes the fastest progress in

their state. First awarded in 2013, Saint Andrew has just recently received its

second Blue Ribbon award. Saint Andrew staff and students are delighted at

this latest achievement. In addition, Saint Andrew is one of 23 private schools

to be acclaimed. As of September 21,

2021, Saint Andrew Catholic school is one of the top schools in the state of

Pennsylvania.

What does it take to be a Blue Ribbon school? Well, a Blue Ribbon school is one that

has the highest grades on standardized testing, which at Saint Andrew, is Terra Novas. If the

school excels, it will be marked as a superior school for grades kindergarten to eighth grade.

The school must have hard working staff, students, and educators. A Blue Ribbon school is

considered one of the, if not the highest honor for an American school, and certain schools are

only graced with this honor every five years. This program was founded in 1982, and for over

thirty nine years, American schools have been recognized for their hard work.

With dedication and perseverance, through Coronavirus and all its challenges, Saint

Andrew Catholic School has worked tirelessly to make the school a better place for

learning, and more welcoming towards young students, new and old teachers, and just about

anyone who walks through its doors. Saint Andrew School is educating the next generation of

world leaders,  helping them achieve their dreams, and become a success through school,

careers, and the rest of their lives.



NBA PLAYERS AND ST. ANDREW CATHOLIC SCHOOL BASKETBALL
NEWS

Liam T (fifth grader)

St. Andrew
St. Andrew Catholic School has won four Basketball Championship:  three boys’

championships and one girls’ championship. (2008, 2011, 2014, and 2019) St. Andrew

Basketball is open for 4th-8th grade students. If you are

younger than that, then you can be on a team where you play

against your friends. You can be on a red, black,  or blue team.

If you are older,  you can play against other schools such as St.

Ignatius, St. Bede’s, Our Lady of Grace, and many more.

Tryouts this year were on November 2.

St. Andrew School has two teams: Regional and Parish. The

Regional team is a team where all of the best players go on the same team. However, the

parish team is great, too. They play against other teams. Sometimes, the grades go together.

This means that they put 5th and 6th together, 7th and 8th together, and 4th is by itself.

NBA
The National Basketball Association, also known as the NBA, is a professional

basketball league. It has players like LeBron James, Stephen Curry, and of course, the one and

only, Michael Jordan. All of those players are on teams: the Los Angeles Lakers, Golden State

Warriors, Chicago Bulls, and way

more. There are 30 Basketball teams in the NBA with at least 15 players on each. Right now,

the preseason is happening. The preseason is a warmup

season for the players to get ready for when it counts.

Each year, 60 or more players in the USA get

drafted in the NBA. Drafting means picking players to be

on the team. You have a 1.2 percent chance of getting

into the National Basketball Association. When it is your

first year in the NBA, it is your rookie year. If you do not

get drafted into the NBA, you can choose to go to the G

League. In the G League, you do not get paid. You would still get drafted. Retiring from the NBA

is just like when a student graduates from SAS.

Here is the actual NBA news: There are some trades. Russell Westbrook is playing for

the Los Angeles Lakers. Alex Caruso is leaving the Lakers to go to the Chicago Bulls. Now



some good news: Lamarcus Aldridge is coming back from retirement. Thank you for reading my

news.

Trunk Or Treat
by Maeve (sixth grader)

It’s almost that time of the year, with the leaves falling and turning orange, the weather

turning into a crisp fall temperature. Just around the corner is Halloween, a holiday loved by all

students here at Saint Andrew School. An annual Halloween tradition for Saint Andrew School

is Trunk or Treat! Every year, the  students dress up in their Halloween costumes, and go to the

school, to be greeted not by school work, but by candy! SAS families line up their cars with the

trunks open, filled with candy and decorations. The students trick-or-treat and have a great time,

living in the Halloween spirit.

The tradition of Trunk-or Treat has been around for a long time at Saint Andrew, and was

put on hold last Halloween, due to the Coronavirus. This year, it will finally be celebrated again.

SAS students are thrilled at the exciting night ahead of them. The students will be trick or

treating all night long, meeting up with their friends, and having a great time.

All in all, Trunk or Treat is a second Halloween at Saint Andrew. As we progress later

into October, the excitement starts to brew. Not a single student is not excited, and

are all wishing for an amazing Halloween.

Pumpkin Contest
by Maeve (sixth grader)

To celebrate pumpkin picking season, Saint Andrew School had a pumpkin painting contest.

Each grade was asked to have their class representative paint a pumpkin to follow the theme.

The rules state that the pumpkin must be themed around the color blue because Saint Andrew

won the Blue Ribbon. Many students brought in their pumpkins in the early days of October.

Each grade submitted a pumpkin based on votes from the students. The winners were

announced last week.



The Turkey Feather Contest
by Maeve (sixth grader)

As Thanksgiving approaches, many families struggle to afford a pleasant Thanksgiving.

Fortunately, the charity Mother Of Mercy is funding for women and children to afford a nice

Thanksgiving, with warm clothes. To help aid those in need, Saint Andrew is hosting an event

where students bring in money to support those in need. This fundraiser is not a normal

fundraiser. Students are asked to bring in money to buy sheets of paper with little outlines of

feathers. In the feathers, students write what they are grateful for. Also, each class has a paper

turkey outside their class, where they hang up the feathers. Each class has been extremely

competitive, with multiple students bringing over a hundred dollars, all for charity. Certain

students bring up to $170.00 for the feathers. Again, the money is being sent to Mother Of

Mercy, to buy delicious Thanksgiving meals, and warm clothes for the winter ahead.

Who is the Best NBA Player Ever?
By: Harrison W. (sixth grader)

Are you interested in basketball? Have you ever thought about who was the best NBA

player? Some people say Kobe Bryant, and some people say Micheal Jordan. If you haven’t

thought about it, then I'll tell you some of the best basketball players ever to play. I think that

some of the best basketball players are Michael Jordan, Kobe Bryant and LeBron James. They

are some of the best players to ever play basketball. There are many more, but these are the

ones that are extremely good at basketball.

Being a Twin at Saint Andrew
By: Audrey (fifth grader)

Have you ever wondered what it would be like if you were a twin at St. Andrew School?

Well, there are three sets of twins in 5th grade at St. Andrew School. My sister Audrey and I,

Cole and Annabelle Swayze, and Sienna and Ashton Marconi are all twins in 5th grade.

Audrey and Carolyn:

Interviewer (Audrey): What is it like being a twin?
Carolyn: It is cool and weird at the same time. It is cool because it is like you are looking into a
mirror. It is weird because you have a double sitting next to you.

Interviewer (Audrey): If you had a choice, would you be a twin, and why?
Carolyn: Yes, I would be a twin because I get to switch classes on April Fool’s Day.

Interviewer (Audrey): What is the best part about being a twin?



Carolyn: The best part about being a twin is that your twin always understands how you are
feeling.

Annabelle and Cole :

Interviewer: What is it like being a twin?
Annabelle: It is very fun because you have a twin in the same grade, and they are doing the
same thing as you.

Interviewer: If you had a choice, would you be a twin, and why?
Annabelle: Yes, I would be a twin because you always have someone that will help you, and if
they need help, you can help them, too.

Interviewer: What is the best part about being a twin?
Annabelle: The best part about being a twin is that you have someone who is not only a sibling,
but also a friend too.

Interviewer: What is it like being a twin?
Cole: It is a little annoying because we always get into arguments over who dances better.

Interviewer: If you had a choice, would you be a twin, and why?
Cole: Yes, I would be a twin because you never feel left out or lonely.

Interviewer: What is the best part about being a twin?
Cole: The best part about being a twin is that they always have your back.

Ashton and Sienna:

Interviewer: What is it like being a twin?
Ashton: It is really annoying because Sienna always steals my clothes.

Interviewer: If you had a choice, would you be a twin, and why?
Ashton: Yes. I would be a twin because I can steal her clothes.

Interviewer: What is the best part about being a twin?
Ashton: The best part about being a twin is that we get the same birthday presents.

Although most twins say that it is very annoying because their brother/sister is doing
something to annoy them, deep down, most twins love being twins because they are never
lonely, always have someone to talk to about their feelings, and your twin always includes you
and makes you feel welcome.


